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Introduction
Irradiation of low-conductive dielectric by charged particles which track lengths do not
excess the sample dimensions results in formation of areas with high density charge.
The field induced by the accumulated charge can initiate the electrostatic discharge
between the charge location area and surface of the dielectric.
The study of electrostatic discharges in low-conductive dielectrics under radiation is
essential both from a scientific point of view and for the solution of applied problems.
In particular, interaction of a spacecraft with ambient plasma causes accumulation of
electric charges on its surface producing, as a consequence, electric potential
between the spacecraft surface and the plasma.
Initiation conditions and features of evolution of electrostatic discharges on surface of
K-208 glass used as the protective covering of spacecraft solar arrays, under
combined irradiation by electrons and protons in vacuum were studied in this work.
Energies of electrons and protons were 40 and 20 keV respectively. The particles flux
densities were limited within 1010 ÷ 5×1012 cm-2s-1.

Experiments with K-208 glass were performed using the square-shaped samples
with dimensions of 40×40 mm and a thickness of 0.17 mm. Irradiation of the
samples was performed using the UV-1/2 test facility under the following conditions:
• energies of electrons and proton and protons were 40 and 20 keV
respectively;
• electrons and protons flux density from 1.0×1010 to 5×1012 cm-2s-1;
• vacuum - 10-4 Pa;
• temperature of the table to which samples were fixed 20 ± 1oC.
Sample surfaces were examined by the atomic-force microscope Solver P47–Multi–
Technique SPM.
Maximum electron paths with energies of 40 keV is 16 um, that is more than 10 times
shorter than the sample thickness. Therefore, an electrostatic reach-through
breakdown on the metal table (to which the samples were fixed) is an excluded case.

Results
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Fig. 1.: frame 10×10 (a); frame cross-section along lines “1-2” (b)

Fig. 3. frame 10×10 um (a) cross- section
along lines “1-2” (b) (φе = 1.3 ×1011 cm-2s-1)
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Fig. 2.: φе = 3.4 ×1010 cm-2s-1; Φе =1015 cm-2

Fig. 5.: a, b (φp= 3.4 ×1010 cm-2s-1; Φp=1015 cm-2);
Fig.4.: frame 10×10 um (a); frame cross-section
along lines “1-2” (b) (φе = 1011 cm-2s-1; Φе= 1015 cm-2)
c, d, (φp = 3.4 ×1012 cm-2s-1; Φp = 6×1016 cm-2 )

Fig. 6.: a, b - φе = 7.1 ×1010 cm-2s-1, φp = 9.2 ×1010 cm-2s-1; c, d - φе = 1.14 ×1011 cm-2s-1;
φp = 7.7 ×1010 cm-2s-1; e, f - φе = 1.8×1011 cm-2s-1, φp = 5.9 ×1010 cm-2s-1;
g, h - φе = 2.24 ×1011 cm-2s-1, φp = 7.04 ×1010 cm-2s-1.

Conclusions
We have studied experimentally, by using a AFM method, the effects of initiation conditions of electrostatic discharges under 40-keV electron and 20-keV proton irradiation of К-208 glass.
Thus, we can say that electron irradiation of K-208 glass with flux density of 1010 to 2×1011 cm-1s-1 in vacuum of 10-4 Pa causes two types of electrostatic discharges to occur.
Discharge of the first type is a “glass – ionized residual atmosphere of vacuum chamber” discharge. It is accompanied by quick phase transfer of solid material into liquid, gaseous, and
plasma state and finished by plasma ejection into ambient space, the microprojections are enlarging through buildup of solidified glass. Discharge of the second type is a discharge
developing along the irradiated surface. Discharges of the second type take place when sufficient ion concentration in the near-surface area and/or radiation conductivity is reached.
These discharges form traces up to 3 nm on glass surface.
It was shown that changes of sample morphology due to radiation are determined by radiation annealing of defects in the near-surface layer of the glass, mass transfer processes
accompanying by forming various structures on its surface and electrostatic discharges, surface modification having depended on radiation type and intensity. It was ascertained that
microprotrusions either presenting on glass surface due to the process of its fabrication or appeared at the early stage of irradiation promotes discharge development. Changes of glass
surface morphology due to radiation, as was shown, are stipulated both radiation annealing and electrostatic discharges, surface modification having depended on radiation type and
intensity. It was ascertained that appearance of microprotrusions on sample surfaces under radiation promotes discharge development.

